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CERT IF I ED TRAINER MEMBERSHIP



The Institute's mission is to create a new standard of excellence in
our unregulated industry, and to lead the revolution in
mainstreaming the intuitive sciences.

The Membership program’s function is to provide professional
development to all Trainers to maintain the currency of your
certification.

As part of this, the Institute is committed to providing Third Level
graduates access to ongoing mandatory professional development,
annual recertification, community connection and supervision
support, as well as creating opportunities to continue to showcase
our graduates to the world. 

As a global sisterhood, we are part of a powerful network and our
desire is to grow that network and the power of our work
collectively and individually.
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Certified Trainer Membership

Membership of the Institute provides you 
with a great many benefits
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What is the function of the Certified Trainer
Membership?

SUPPORTREGISTRATION

Your peak body for advocacy and support...

The primary purpose of the membership is to provide ongoing
professional development to graduates of the Third Level who are
working in a professional (paid) context, in order that graduates can
maintain their certification. Certification is renewed annually
through active participation in the membership program.

The Institute is the peak body representing you as an Intuitive
Intelligence Trainer, and providing advice, advocacy and support.

The Institute is committed to promoting the work of Intuitive
Intelligence Trainers to the world.

Membership of the Institute includes compulsory registration to practice
as an Intuitive Intelligence Trainer. Practicing as an Intuitive Intelligence
Trainer if you are not a current financial member of the Institute it is
strictly forbidden and a breach of your agreements with the Institute. 
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Membership Provides

Registration to practice as an Intuitive Intelligence Trainer

Ongoing access to professional development to maintain your
certification. Bi-monthly online supervision meetings are held to
continue to scaffold graduates and to maintain the currency of
their qualification.

Monthly Third Level Sacred Circles for ongoing spiritual
development, with opportunity to lead these circles for the
entire Third Level community if desired

A licence to use the registered trademark, Intuitive Intelligence,
as well as the title of Intuitive Intelligence Trainer, plus the
Institute for Intuitive Intelligence logos on your website and
social media

A listing on the Institute website including links to your social
media and website

Opportunity to be showcased in the Institute's magazine,
newsletter and social media channels
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Membership Provides

Access to members platform with all of the most up to date
resources housed there for ease of access

Access to a dedicated Facebook group

Bi-monthly newsletters to keep you up to date with the Institute
events

Eligibility to apply for all postgraduate training

Access to insurance with the Institute's insurer, accessible at a
competitive rate (although you can access insurance from any
provider you prefer). Intuitive Intelligence Trainer is a
recognised modality with our insurer. Please note that having
professional indemnity and public liability insurance is a
requirement of practicing as a professional Intuitive Intelligence
Trainer.
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Membership Provides

REGISTRATION

Membership includes compulsory
registration to practice as an Intuitive

Intelligence Trainer. Ongoing
bimonthly professional development

sessions maintain your annual
certification as a Trainer.

SUPPORT

As a member you have access to the
Institute in an ongoing way as the

peak body representing and
advocating for you as a Trainer. You

also have support through the
Facebook community, monthly sacred

circles and publication through the
Spiritually Fierce magazine.

As a registered member of the
Institute you have access to

promotional logos and certification
graphics that give credibility and

stature to your training and services.
The Institute also provides Members
with the most current version of all

training resources.
 
 

RESOURCES



POSTGRADUATE D IPLOMA IN 
SP IR ITUAL DIRECTORSHIP



This is a program in two parts.

1) Ongoing professional development in the attainment of a
postgraduate qualification as a Spiritual Director. A Spiritual
Director is someone who directs a person or group’s spiritual
evolution, thereby accelerating his or her awakening. The Spiritual
Director provides a paradigm of total life change, for she is the living
example of all that she teaches and shares.
 
Part advisor, part teacher, part mentor, and part inspirer, the
Spiritual Director is 100% soul shaker leading people to live a soul-
centric life.
 
2) Profound business acceleration through intensive mentoring to
magnify your service and increase your power to serve.
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General Course Information

This is for the woman who wants to create a
movement of awakening consciousness.
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Whether you intend to work one on one or one to many, you will be
equipped with the spiritual, business and personal development
tools to direct others to create seismic change, and to serve at the
most profound level.

 
"If there is a single factor that makes spiritual direction

effective as a change agent for the soul, it is this: spiritual
direction helps us to see ourselves as God sees us."

 
-Gary Moon

General Course Information



The training is for the graduate of the Third Level who desires to do
two things...

1) To continue to deepen into her own mysticism, and increase her
skills in spiritual guidance by attaining a postgraduate qualification
as a Spiritual Director. 

2) To scale her sacred service to reach as many people as possible. 

As such, It is expected that you will be growing your own business
throughout this program, and working actively with clients or
students.

This is the program to be part of if you want to move from being
solely a one to one practitioner, and instead/also want to establish
yourself as an expert and leader in your field.
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In the future all people will seek out a Spiritual
Director, not a coach or a therapist or someone to

organise the illusion...
 
 

Who is this Qualification for?



As part of an incredible group of spiritual entrepreneurs, with
one to one hotseats, and monthly group business development
mentoring led by Laura Elkaslassy, Institute CFO
To develop your own body of work that will ignite a movement.
This requires going deep into mystical and practical processes
that will allow you to access what God wants for your service in
the deepest possible way 
To develop in the art and craft of writing your own book, thesis
or series of articles or videos (equivalent 10,000 words). This is
not just about pumping out content but learning the skill of a
masterful writer, editor, publisher; and to create a strategic
approach to the generation of your content
To commit even more deeply to your relationship with God
through a specifically curated spiritual development program 
To develop your skill as a sacred leader 
To attain masterful transpersonal skills including working with
mapping, ritual, story telling, and connecting with archetypes
and archetypal patterns for your clients and students.

This program is for you if you desire to be supported practically,
spiritually and professionally:
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Who is this Qualification for?
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Continued spiritual mentoring, two retreats, peer-to-peer
learning, a profound curriculum offering development in a
powerful range of tools and techniques across leadership,
magnetic speaking, the art and craft of writing, program design
and delivery, and professional business supervision by Ricci-
Jane are key aspects of the program. The program is designed
to be a mastermind, as well as a training program, in which
each member will be encouraged to become masterful in
communicating her zone of genius and to lead, mentor and
teach her fellow sisters.
 

What is Included?

Priestess, Mystic, Leader, Teacher, ,Alchemist, Queen...
 

These are the archetypes we embody as the 
Spiritual Director
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Through a carefully curated small group-mentoring program
over the course of the 18 months you will be invited into the
space of divine revelation that typifies the work of the
contemporary mystic.
 
In this program, you will be trained to become a qualified
Spiritual Director across 6 modules, monthly spiritual direction
with Ricci-Jane, monthly student-led discussion groups
including discussion of key texts, commitment to a daily
devotional practice, produce a thesis or book (including the
delivery of a lecture on your specific area of expertise to your
fellow sisters), the completion of case studies in your role as a
spiritual director, as well as participating in an immersive
retreat experience (Location TBC).

What is Included?



How to embody the sacred leader including how to lead
individuals and groups, and how to grow and minister to
your community in a way that inspires and engages. 

Learn the skills of spiritual direction including how to work
with archetypes in transformative and embodied ways. This
includes archetypal mapping, creating rituals and facilitating
initiations to accelerate your clients’ awakenings; 

Training in the art and craft of sharing transformational
messages in spoken form. This is training in how to craft
your origin story, clarify your message, and how to present
your message as a magnetic speaker;

The Book/thesis – Over 3 months you will produce 10,000
words (approx) or equivalent video content and be guided
to become a powerful writer and storyteller. You will learn
how to write in a way that is strategic, irresistible to the
reader and magnetises your message. You will be guided in
how to become a masterful writer, and kept accountable to
keep showing up to the writing process, and as well as learn
invaluable skills such as how to produce quantum content,
the editing process, how to manage writer’s block and to
connect your creative voice.
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You will complete postgraduate level scholarship in:



16 spiritual direction sessions with Ricci-Jane Adams
16 Business mentoring sessions with Laura Elkaslassy
24 training modules across 6 Terms
2 Hot seats per student
1 x 8-day retreats (all expenses paid excluding airfares and
travel insurance) 

Postgraduate retreat 
Quarterly private spiritual direction with Ricci-Jane
Bimonthly Intuitive Intelligence Tapping Sessions with 

All teaching resources including required reading texts
Angelique Adams
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The work of the Spiritual
Director...to direct a person's soul
to attain intimacy with the
divine, so that they leave all
doubt and fear behind.



You will work on developing your own spiritual skills as an
architect of consciousness, and on becoming an optimised,
spirit-centric human being throughout the program, and
especially at the Retreat. The Retreat will supercharge your
commitment to know yourself as God. You will work intensively
on your own spiritual development to embody the truth that
‘teaching is demonstrating’ so that you are the cause of
transformation on a large scale. 

This 8 day immersive retreat experience will be a deep dive into
your own personal spiritual development. This is our time as a
group to experience the deep work of the Soul. This will be a
nurturing, luxurious and expansive week in which we will
become truly optimised and fearless.
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The Retreat
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Module 1
The Queen: Getting our houses in order – the

intensive business mentoring quarter 

Module 2
The Alchemist: The Art and Craft of Transformation

through story

Module 3
The Priestess: Transpersonal and Archetypal Skills

Module 4
The Teacher: Creating the service God wants 

Module 5
The Leader: Creating and sustaining a movement

not just a business 

Module 6
The Thesis

Course Schedule
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Course Schedule

The Mystic: Retreat

Entry to this program is by interview. Interviews open 4 months
before the program commences. The program is offered every
18 months. Places are limited to 10 students.



"The mystic's time has come again. The 
second great mystical renaissance has been 

brewing for decades, as we've been asking the 
questions that bring the divine into direct 
contact with our souls: 'For what purpose 

have I been born?' and 'What is my spiritual 
path?' and 'How can I receive clear guidance?' 

These are not ordinary questions. They are 
spiritual invocations, invitations for God to 

come closer. And when God hears them, God 
does exactly that."

 
Caroline Myss
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INTUIT IVE INTELL IGENCE 
TEACHER CERT IF ICATION
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12 Weeks to become qualified to teach the theory and praxis
of Intuitive Intelligence®

The Institute is proud to offer Teacher Certification in the
Institute’s original and groundbreaking approach to the
development of intuition - Intuitive Intelligence®.

The Intuitive Intelligence® Teacher Certification (IITC) qualifies
you to teach the core philosophy and practices of Intuitive
Inteligence® into your own workshops and other teaching
formats.

The IITC also includes training in IntuitiveIntelligence® Tapping
for use in groups and workshops. 

General Course Information

In the future we will all know that the
soul comes first, and we will tend to the

spirit above all else.
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Who is this Qualification for?

The Teacher Certification is only open to qualified Intuitive
Intelligence® Trainers (who also hold Membership).

 
"Our spirituality is about sacred service, 

and we must be unafraid to lead."
 

-Ricci-Jane Adams
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Objectives of the Teacher Certification

To ensure Teachers have a confident comprehension and
understanding of the content of the most revolutionary form
of intuition training available globally, the Intuitive Intelligence®
philosophy and practice;

To ensure trainers have the capacity to deliver the training to
their students in a dynamic and engaging way, thereby
revolutionising the students’ relationship to and use of their
own personal use of Intuitive Intelligence®. This includes
learning how to develop strategies for teaching in regards to
both the teaching and learning experience, and;

To provide graduates of the Third Level the opportunity to
diversify their Intuitive Intelligence Trainer qualification, by
granting them the intellectual property rights to the theory and
praxis of Intuitive Intelligence®.

1

2
.

3
.
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Intuitive Intelligence Teacher Certification

Outcomes for your students

Access to the theory and praxis of the most revolutionary form
of intuition development available.

Activate your students’ Intuitive Intelligence by showing them
how to break through the subconscious fears that currently
block their intuition.

Support them to master the 3 immutable laws that govern our
life, and yet are largely unknown to the world, to increase their
intuition.

Exlore the leading-edge science of intuition, and the role of the
anatomical heart as our most powerful intelligence.

Teach them daily practices to turn intuition into Intuitive
Intelligence.

Train them to command intuition into consistent action

Guide them to become Spiritually Fierce, fearless and unlimited
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Curriculum you will learn how to teach

The science of intuition
Heart science
Determining our dominant intuition style
The Law of Mentalism
Energy expansion
Releasing subconscious fear
The Law of Correspondence
Guided visualisations to increase intuition
Radical forgiveness
Meeting our shadow archetype
The Intuitive Intelligence Micro Method
Intuitive intelligence Tapping for groups
The Law of Vibration
Mantras and chanting
Radical gratitude
Increasing spiritual sight

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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It’s time to go beyond the trinkets
and superstitions of the new age,
and to merge with our 
unlimited selves.
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Course Schedule

Intuitive Intelligence Teacher Certification is offered as a 
12-week online program of workshops and clinics. 

Including:

How to teach the Institute's approach to the development of
intuition called Intuitive Intelligence® in any teaching context.

Delivered over 10 modules and 10 clinics across 12 weeks,
training in the most unique and transformational intuition
development called Intuitive Intellligence® pioneered by the
Institute

Training in Intuitive Intelligence Tapping for use in workshops
and groups as developed by Institute Mentor, Angelique Adams

How to be a transformational teacher
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Course Schedule

Training in the logistics of teaching in person and online
including how to: insure your workshop, how to market your
workshop, how to choose the right venue, how to take bookings,
how to create terms and conditions, how to package your
workshop as part of your other services and how to on-sell your
services to the workshop attendees

A teaching manual for you including the core curriculum and
lesson plans

Use of specially designed Teacher logos for your branding

A legally binding disclaimer for your workshop attendees
outlining the perimeters and limits to how they can use the
content of the workshop

Access to copies of Spiritually Fierce at wholesale price (plus
postage and handling) for your students

The Intellectual Property rights to teach the theory and praxis of
Intuitive Intelligence® in your service
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Course Schedule

The program is offered every other year. This program is open to
all Certified Trainers who hold Membership. IITC is the pre-
requisite for the Advanced Trainer: Intuitive Intelligence
Embodiment



ADVANCED TRAINER - 
INTUIT IVE INTELL IGENCE EMBODIMENT
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General Course Information

It is time to take the power of the Mystic and make it tangible
through your body and into your service with Intuitive Intelligence
Embodiment. Trauma informed intuition training for qualified
Intuitive Intelligence Trainers.

Embodiment is how we open our systems to be the indwelling of
our God-consciousness. This is how we truly BECOME and LIVE as
the infinite TRUTH of who we are.

Intuitive Intelligent Embodiment increases your capacity to live in
and serve from your non-local intuition. You become the Embodied
Channel in every aspect of life. You are the Vessel that can be used
by God at all times.

Intuitive Intelligent Embodiment opens your capacity and refines
your abilities to experience the subtle anatomy sensory system
through your physical vessel. This will ignite or deepen your
relationship with your Clairs.

Embody the Mystic and qualify as an 
Advanced Practitioner.
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General Course Information

Embodiment cannot be layered on top of your life. Embodiment
asks to be the foundation of your life.

This training is for use by Intuitive Intelligence Trainers in one to one
and group work programs. Graduates of IIE qualify as Advanced
Practitioners.
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Who is this Qualification for?

You want to expand your skill set in your work with clients to
increase your power to serve
You desire to deepen your trust in your skills as an Intuitive
Intuitive Trainer.
You are ready to strengthen the foundations of your Spiritual
Self-Esteem.
You want to experience yourself at the vibrational level all of the
time.
It is time to integrate the knowledge of yourself as God into daily
life and your service. 
You crave a pathway to Authentic Expression.
You need to release the imposter syndrome and the habit of
downplaying the truth of your power so that you can land fully
into dynamic and consistent service
You are to take your devotional practices beyond something
you do or struggle to do into who you are

This immersive program is for you if:
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Three Modules
Fortnightly workshops
3 Experiential Clinics a month
Monthly Adv Tapping
Monthly support circles
Dedicated private Facebook group
Working deeply with Sādhanā and Devotional Practices
Support and feedback on how to incorporating skills into
your own service
Mentorship on evolving yourself on your Priestess Path

This revolutionary work is delivered over 6 months includes:

The sacred leader is not interested
in your comfort but in your evolution

What is Included?
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Authentic Movement
Vagal Toning
Neurosculpting Meditation and Yoga
Dancing through Shakti/Archetypes/Chakras
Breathwork and Pranayama
Toning and Chanting
Somatic Unwinding
Neurogenic Tremoring/Shaking
Expressive Movement

Experiential Clinics will include:

The Clinics
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Outcomes

Understanding Embodiment and how it effects & affects
expression, creation, and being the living prayer (the quality of
your offer/service)
How to live Law of Vibration in relation to the Subtle Anatomy
Understanding the Subtle Anatomy/Chakra system through the
lived experience of the body
Developing Self-regulation as the key to Embodiment and the
essential process of connecting to the One Mind/God
Learning advanced tools for co-regulation and entrainment
Understanding of the basics of brain structure, brain waves,
and neuroplasticity (how learn, change, grow…)
Understanding of the basics of the myofascial and neurological
systems and their connection to your intuitive senses
Understanding how fear and trauma “lives” in the body as the
expression of the Subtle Anatomy, and how to support clients
more effectively
Practice toolbox that supports your empowered expression in
the world
The energetic elements to being Bhuvaneshvari and
embodying the gaze of compassion and Increase your
understanding of Intuitive Intelligence Tapping and the Law of
Vibration
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Course Schedule

This program is offered every other year. This program is open
to all Certified Trainers who hold Membership.
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“That is the mystic’s [priestesses’ and leader’s] 
life purpose – to know her soul and to put it into a radical
form of service to others.”
– Caroline Myss



RICCI-JANE ADAMS
PH.D.
Ricci-Jane is the principal of the
Institute for Intuitive Intelligence 

Ricci-Jane trains women all around the world as gold standard Certified Intuitive
Intelligence Trainers. She has pioneered the theory and praxis of Intuitive Intelligence.

Ricci-Jane supports women to increase their power to serve by activating the
archetypal energy of the Priestess Mystic Leader within each woman she works with.
Ultimately, Ricci-Jane’s work reminds these incredible women that they are infinite,
unlimited, non-local God/dess consciousness. 

Ricci-Jane is an award-winning writer, and author of bestselling Spiritually Fierce. Ricci-
Jane has a doctorate from the University of Melbourne in magical realism. She has
spent over twenty years devoted to her spiritual awakening. She is a qualified
Transpersonal Counsellor.



ANGELIQUE ADAMS

Intuitive Intelligence Tapping

Angelique is an EFT Tapping practitioner and a current student of Energy Psychology
with world renowned teacher Dawson Church. She has studied EFT for many years and
facilitates profound change for her clients. Angelique studies Optimal EFT with the
creator of EFT, Gary Craig. Gary’s Optimal EFT is deeply spiritual and profound. She has
also studied TFT (thought field therapy, the forerunner of EFT) as taught by the founder
of tapping therapies, Roger Callahan. Her EFT One and Two levels were done with
associate professor Dr Peta Stapleton of Bond University. Angelique has also studied
Evidence Based EFT with Dr Stapleton. She is currently working with psychologist Steve
Wells and his Intention-based Energy Process. 

Combining this with 36 years of experience as a spiritual guide, teacher and leader,
Angelique brings a wealth of knowledge and enthusiasm to your private session, group
and class situation. Her spiritual guidance work is intuitive and she brings this into all
aspects of your time together, using colour, chakras, Divine Light, creative visualisation
and more. And of course there are always the Angels of Light and Loveliness to colour
the way. She has been a channel for the Brotherhood of Light (includes the Sisterhood
of course!) for nearly 30 years. 



EL ISHA HALPIN

Teaching and Learning Coordinator,
Lead Mentor and 
Intuitive Intelligence Trainer 

Elisha Halpin is a leader, teacher, author, mentor, and speaker who weaves sacred
magic and neuroscience together to open the path for women to step into the
transformational changes needed to live their most glorious life. Elisha is a Wayshower,
Modern-day Priestess, and a Soul Alchemist. Elisha’s work calls you to claim your
birthright of radiance and live as the full authentic you. The basis of her work is
Intuitive Intelligence, energy science, Neurosculpting, and somatic embodiment.
Through the use of tools such as daily rituals, embodied practice, breathwork,
journaling, connecting to divine feminine power, neuro-repatterning, and energy
healing, Elisha facilitates women in a rebirthing of their wild, free, and whole Self. Her
superpowers include being able to see both the soul truth and root wounds that a
woman needs to bring into integration and the ability to facilitate that process with
love, lots of laughter, and joy.



LAURA ELKASLASSY

CFO

Laura Elkaslassy is a certified Profit First Professional. Laura’s passion is enabling
business owners to build sustainable businesses through learning how to generate
profit, structuring systems for financial success, and earning the income they deserve.
She first started using the term ‘Profit Pioneer’ in early 2016 as a way to eloquently
define the broad spectrum of services that she provided to her clients.

She was previously assessed for her personal leadership archetype and the result:
Pioneer Seeker. Which in summary has attributes of trying things first, looking outside
of the norm, fiercely adventurous, and sees gifts and strengths in others. All of this is
true of her nature when it comes to business and accounting.

Exploring and implementing Profit First not only in her own businesses, but for her
clients, she has seen tremendous growth, improved management, and inspirational
innovation.

It is because of this that Laura wanted to see the Profit First movement expand into
Australia. As a result, today Laura is the CEO of Profit First Professionals Australia
leading the membership of PFPs to bring greater success to their clients and to
nurture the PFP community down under.








